Letterbox Anzac Poppy
USA Terms
Easy-Intermediate

About the Pattern

The poppy is a symbol used in most
Commonwealth nations for Remembrance
Day. In Australia, we also wear them for
Anzac Day. This year, because of the global
pandemic, most ANZAC Day ceremonies are
either cancelled or will be held with no
spectators because of lockdowns and social
distancing rules. There is a movement here to
display poppies on our letterboxes instead,
and to stand at the end of our individual
driveways while the dawn service is
broadcast. While many in the crochet
community have good patterns for small
poppies that can be worn as a brooch, I
couldn’t find any patterns for larger poppies.
So this week I designed this one. After many
attempts that weren’t quite right, I reduced
the number of rounds to make the petals but used a chunky yarn and large hook to get the effect I
wanted.
This pattern is designed with popcorns (smaller 3 double crochet versions) in
the middle to represent the stamen of the poppy. I’ve included bonus
substitute instructions for that round if you don’t want to do the popcorns
(see photo at left).
I’ve done these in three colours here – the red is the traditional ANZAC and
Remembrance Day poppy which is worn to remember those who lost their
lives to protect ours. The purple poppy has come to symbolize remembrance
for service animals who have been killed in action. The white poppy
represents hope for peace. I will be putting several red poppies with one white and one purple on my
letterbox this year. I hope you will join me.
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Materials

This is where I usually give very specific information on what materials to use in the pattern including
yarn brands and alternatives. But this is a stash busting pattern so you might already have what you
need on hand. You only need very small amounts of Colours A and B and some of Colour C. You will
not use a whole ball of yarn even for the main colour (C).
If you’re not digging something out of your stash at home and are going to buy something, Scheepjes
Chunky Monkey works very well with this pattern as it gives both size and stiffness that works well
for the poppies. The red poppy pictured was made using Chunky Monkey and a 9.0mm hook.
Typically Colour A is yellow or orange (variegated ombre yarns work well for this too), Colour B is
black and Colour C is red (or white, or purple).
I used a very chunky yarn for mine as I wanted them quite large. For smaller poppies, you can use
thinner yarn. Use whatever hook is recommended for the yarn you are using. You can also go up one
or two sizes if you want a bigger, looser, poppy.
You also need a yarn needle for weaving in ends.

Abbreviations and Explanations
ch = chain
slst = slip stitch
fpslst = front post slip stitch
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
st = stitch (or sts = stitches)
sp = space
sk = skip
pc = popcorn stitch
Special stitch explanations:
Front Post Slip Stitch (fpslst) – in round 6, you will be working around the posts of the stitches
created in round 4 rather than in the stitches in round 5 like you normally would. This allows you to
create some long chain spaces (4 of them) behind the petals already created for the next group of
petals to be anchored in to give the poppy the layered look. This is very similar to doing front post
double crochets which many of you will be familiar with (if not, have a look at the Long Dog Wool
stitch tutorial on fpdc before you attempt the fpslst in this pattern… it can be found at
https://longdogwool.com/2020/04/04/front-post-and-back-post-stitches-a-long-dog-wool-stitchtutorial/).
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For this stitch, you will work around one of the posts
of the stitches (See photo A). Insert the hook from
front to back in the space just before the post you are
working around, then bring it out the other side so the
post is in front of the hook (see photo B), yarn over
and pull up a loop then slip it through the loop already
on the hook (like in a normal slst). Sometimes this is
easier to do if you turn the fabric and work vertically
rather than horizontally.
A) This is a post that you
will work around.

B) How to insert the hook
into the post to make the
fpslst

Popcorn Stitch (pc) – In round 2 you will make 3dc-popcorn stitches. Most popcorns have 5 double
crochets but this pattern uses only 3 double crochets. If you are unfamiliar with the popcorn stitch,
there is a Long Dog Wool video tutorial that demonstrates this technique here:
https://longdogwool.com/2020/04/04/how-to-do-bobbles-popcorns-and-puff-stitches/
For the poppy, I inserted the hook from back to front to finish the popcorn (the video is the opposite
way). You can do it either way – it changes the texture of the stitch so do whichever way you prefer
yourself! All popcorns can be pushed out to the side opposite the one they naturally form on. For
the poppy, you will need to push it out to the other side. I recommend doing this at the end as it will
get in your way as you work the next round or two.
The 3dc-popcorn is made by doing 3 dc in one stitch, then dropping the loop off your hook, inserting
your hook into the first dc, picking up the dropped loop, then pulling it through the first dc. You
finish off with a ch 1.
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Instructions
Starting with Colour A, make a Magic Circle.
R1:

6 sc in magic circle. Join with slst to first sc (6)

R2:

ch 1 (does not count as a stitch here or throughout), 2 sc in same st as join, pc in next st, *2 sc
in the next, pc in next stitch* Join with slst to first sc (9)

R2 Alternative:
If you do not want to do the pc sts, then ch 1, 2 sc in same st as join, 1 sc in next st,
*2sc in next st, sc in next st, repeat from * to end, join with a slst into first sc of round.

Change to Colour B.
R3:

ch 1, 2 sc in same st as join, sc in each of next 2 stitches, *2 sc in the next st, sc in each of next
2 stitches, repeat from * to end, slst to first sc (12)

TIP: Make sure you do a sc in the ch at the top of the pc st, not in the side of the pc.

Change to Colour C.
R4:

ch 1, 2 dc in the same st as join, 2 dc in each of next 4 stitches, ch 1, slst in next stitch, ch 1, 2
dc in each of next 5 stitches, ch 1, sl st in the last st of the round.

R5:

slst into ch sp, ch 1, 2 dc in each of the next 10 stitches, ch 1, slst into ch sp, slst into slst of
previous round, slst into ch sp, ch 1, 2 dc in each of the next 10 sts, ch 1, slst into ch sp, slst
into slst at the start of the round.
TIP: you will be working the next round (R6) on the back side of the poppy. You will
work this round into the posts of the stitches of R4. When you get to the slsts at
the ends of the petals in R4, be careful not to lose your line and accidentally
cross rounds. It can be hard to distinguish posts at the slsts between petals BUT
this row does not have to be ‘exact’ in the number of posts you skip. In fact,
some variation can enhance the final look of the poppy. At the end of this
round, you will have 4 chain spaces to work the next
petals into.

R6:

turn, fpslst into each of the next 4 posts of R4, ch 5, skip 4 posts, fpslst
in next post, ch 5, skip 5 posts, fpslst into next post, ch 5, slst into last
slst of the original four of this round. (4 ch-5 spaces)
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R8:
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Turn [work the rest of the rounds on the front side of the poppy] slst into first ch 5 space, ch 1,
10 dc in ch 5 space, ch 1, sl st into same space *sl st into next ch 5 space, ch 1, 10 dc in ch 5
space, ch 1, slst into same space, repeat from * 2 more times (4 petals).
slst into first slst from previous round, slst into ch sp [formed by the ch 1 from the previous
round], ch 1, 2 dc in each of the next 10 sts, ch 1, slst into ch 1 sp, *slst into next slst, slst into
slst from R7 in the next ch sp, slst into ch sp, ch 1, 2 dc in each of the next 10 sts, ch 1, slst
into ch sp, slst into next slst, repeat from * twice more, join with a slst to first slst of the
round.

Fasten off and weave in ends.
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Copyright and Contact Information

Thank you very much for downloading this pattern. I always welcome feedback and am happy to answer questions
if I can. I’d also love to see photos of your finished projects! Consider following us on social media and sharing
photos of the projects you’ve made from this pattern. For questions, you can contact me via Messenger, Ravelry
messages, or email at longdogwool@gmail.com.
You are very welcome to sell or give away finished items you make using this pattern. For items you sell, I would
appreciate it if you gave credit for the pattern to Long Dog Wool Fibre Arts and use your own photos to promote
your sales.
I’d also like to ask that you please respect the copyright on this pattern and do not share, copy, post or reproduce
this pattern or its photos in any way. A lot of time, love and hard work goes into creating our patterns and while our
desire is to make my patterns free to others, that only happens if the copyright is respected. You are welcome and
encouraged to share the link to the Long Dog Wool Ravelry pattern store and to the website (see contact info) for
other people to download the pattern: https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/sources/long-dog-wool-ravelry-store.

Finally, Roxy and Marcus, the long dogs of Long Dog Wool, want me to remind you
to subscribe to the LDW blog and follow us on social media. Details are below. They
also ask you to forgive their terrible taste in AFL teams (#CollingwoodForever).
Woof woof. Sit. Stay. Follow us. Good human.

longdogwool@gmail.com
www.longdogwool.com
Follow my journey into fibre arts – stories, stitch
tutorials, patterns, and the occasional misadventure
with the long dogs of Long Dog Wool.

Long Dog Wool Fibre Arts is a registered business name.
ABN 69 900 769 453
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